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This written publication is wonderful. It is probably the most incredible publication I actually have read through. It's been written in an extremely basic way in fact it is merely following I finished reading this publication where basically transformed me, alter the way I believe.

(Adan Fritsch)
DeWard Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 244 pages. Dimensions: 8.3in. x 5.5in. x 0.8in. Boot Camp. Where a soldier learns the basics. Where he is equipped for the battles ahead. Boot Camp is where he tests his weapons and learns to fight with discipline and honor. Boot Camp is where careful, deliberate time is taken to learn from the veterans of previous wars: what obstacles confronted them; where did they meet the enemy; most importantly, how did they succeed. Boot Camp: Equipping Men with Integrity for Spiritual Warfare is the first volume in the new I. M. A. G. E. series of books for men, by Jason Hardin. It serves as a Basic Training manual in the spiritual war for honor, integrity, and a God-glorifying life. Men love the epic tales of warriors who have defied the odds, proven to be larger-than-life at the decisive moment and led other men in efforts that have shaped the course of history. We quite naturally imagine being that kind of man. But there is a greater story, a grander adventure, a divine chronicle of eternal magnitude in which you--in one way or another--will play your own unique part. The means of shaping our lives into harmony with the glory of our Creator has been furnished in Jesus the Christ. And he invites you to join his ranks. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg, OR, La Vergne, TN. Paperback.
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